
Toronto Travel Itinerary
A guide on what to see, do and eat in a weekend!



Day 1 Morning

Take a streetcar to Kensington Market. Have a coffee and croissant at Moonbean cafe. 

Continue walking through Kensington Market. Check out the vintage clothing stores on 

Augusta Ave., go to one of the cheese stores also nearby ( they give you samples!).  Try 

doubles at the Golden Patty.  Walk around Kensington and people watch. There are 

almost always street performers you can stop and listen to. 
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Day 1 Afternoon

Next, I would suggest walking through Chinatown (it’s next to Kensington Market). There 
are places you can go for lunch like Mother’s Dumplings or Pho Hung if you prefer 
Vietnamese food.  Chinatown is also a really good place to find souvenirs.

After, go to the University of Toronto campus. You can take a walking tour or just walk 
around the campus yourself. There are also art galleries on campus. I recommend 
Justina M. Burnicke Gallery.

 If you’re hungry, you should go to one of the chip trucks on campus and get poutine. 
They have the best poutine!
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Day 1 Evening

I recommend you go to the CN Tower, one of the most famous landmarks in Toronto. 
Have dinner and drinks in the restaurant at the top of the Tower. There are amazing 
views of the city, especially at sunset!
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Day 2 Morning

Go to St. Lawrence Market, Toronto’s oldest market. You can buy many kinds of fruit, 
vegetables and meat here. I suggest you buy sandwiches, ( try peameal bacon or 
eggplant parmesan)  cheese and fruit for a picnic. Next to the market you can take a 
ferry and go to one of the Toronto Islands. These are beautiful islands with parks.

You can also walk, rent and ride a bike or go to a small amusement park on the islands!
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Day 2 Afternoon

Go to Allan Gardens. A  beautiful conservatory in central Toronto. You can see many 
beautiful plants from around the world.

After, walk to an Ethiopian restaurant called Ethiopian House. Order the vegetarian 
platter and the coffee ceremony. The food is so delicious!
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Day 2 Evening

Go to the Harbourfront Centre and relax. There are usually great performances: live 
dance and music next to the lake.  There’s often delicious food too!
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